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Small wonder

Wisp’s compact, stable design provides 
an open field of vision for a feeling of  
independence in bed, delivering an 
exceptional experience for reading,  
using a computer or wearing glasses.

Wisp. Performance has a new style.

We’re changing the face of sleep

Peak performance

Our distinct tip-of-the-nose cushion 
design makes minimal contact while 
providing a superior seal. Wisp delivers 
the performance you expect from a 
leading nasal mask.

Wisp delivers a combination of  
comfort, performance and, yes, style.

Compact design for a natural fit

With its distinctive styling and minimal  
headgear - and no forehead pad - Wisp  
delivers a new level of style in nasal masks.

Contemporary frame options to complement your style

With multiple frame options, you can find the look and feel that’s right 
for you. There’s an attractive clear frame and a reversible fabric 
     frame - one side is soft 
     suedette, the other side is 
     silky sateen.

It just fits

Wisp is designed for ease of use and the 
fit that’s right for you. It includes three 
interchangeable cushion sizes - petite,  
small/medium and large - so you can find 
just the right match for your facial contours. 

Wisp
Performance has 
a new style

Clear siliconeSuedette Sateen
Reversible fabric

PULL

Allies
in Better Sleep
and Breathing

The Fit for Life solution is just one more way we are working 

with you as Allies in Better Sleep and Breathing.

Every Wisp includes resupply service, 

ask about Fit for Life today.




